
Helena-West Helena School District
Curriculum Document

Grade 11 English

Unit 1: We the People
Enduring Understanding:
Students will understand what events and beliefs shaped America’s early identity.

Essential Questions(s):
Who were the founding fathers?
What other historical or foundational documents affected life in the colonies during the early days?
How did the slave trade operate in the 17th and 18th centuries?
How did independence give rise to freedom?

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 1: Unit Preview
Blast: We the People

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Explore background information about key events and ideas that informed early 17th- and 18th-century American life.
● Research using hyperlinks to learn about the early European settlement of North America.

Standards:
Reading: History/Social Studies
RH.11-12.1
Writing: History/ Social Studies
WHST.11-12.1.A, WHST.11-12.5, WHST.11-12.6
Develop Narrative Writing
W.11-12.3.A
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Roughly, Pilgrims, New World, life-threatening challenges, hostile, befriended, governance, affliction, hysteria, tyranny, adversity

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: What shaped America's early identity?
2. Ask students what they already know about 17th- and 18th-century America. Do they have a deep sense of how difficult and

challenging life was during those periods?



3. Have students view a painting of the first Thanksgiving, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/otlh8gb. Discuss how the painting
represents a historical event that we have no photographs of, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is happening in this painting?
● What relationship does the painting show between the early American colonists and the Native Americans?
● Whose perspective or point of view does the painting show? Why do you think so?
● What surprises you in this painting?

4. In their notebooks or on scrap paper, have students draft their initial responses to the driving question. This will provide them with a
baseline response that they will be developing as they gain more information about the topic in the Background sections of the
assignment. You may wish to review with students the Blast Response - Student Model for guidance on how to construct an effective
Blast.

5. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout.

6. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● What kinds of challenges did the early settlers face in the New World? 
● Why did the Pilgrims take the risk of coming to America? 
● How did early Americans sometimes explain what they didn't understand? 
● Over time, what took the place of superstition and hysteria?

7. Ask students to imagine that they survived the journey across the Atlantic and have been living in the New World for a month. Invite
students to write short journal entries documenting the imagined experience of their first month. Students should explain in detail
hardships they encountered, and how they overcame those hardships. Allow students to share their work in small groups or as a class.

8. Ask students to write their Blast response.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: We the People
Blast Response - Student Model
Access handout 1, 2, 4 
http://tinyurl.com/otlh8gb
Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 2: First Read
Of Plymouth Plantation by William Bradford
Skill Lesson: Textual Evidence

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.

http://www.loc.gov/pictures/resource/det.4a26654/?co=det
http://tinyurl.com/otlh8gb


● Practice the reading strategy of asking and answering questions to increase comprehension of a text.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Learn the definition of textual evidence.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing and evaluating textual evidence.
● Understand the difference between explicit and inferred evidence.

Standards:
Text Evidence/Central Idea
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Syntax/Context Clues
L.11-12.3, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Disembarked, onset, thriving, divers, lusty, perils, tedious, succor, lamentable, scurvy, inaccommodate, sound, spared no pains night nor day,
homely, discourse, confederates, peck, abound, logical, cite, relevant, primary source, enduring, attributes, divine providence, invokes,
imposed, adhere, strike, accord, resilience, curiosity

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of Of Plymouth Plantation.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for Of Plymouth Plantation. The Introduction provides context for the excerpts from Chapters

9, 11, and 12.
3. After reading the introduction, engage students in a pre-reading discussion focused on the historical events and themes related to Of

Plymouth Plantation.
● What particular parts of the Pilgrims' story would you most like to read about and explore?
● What can you infer about scurvy and pneumonia from the introduction? 
● What do you think will help the Pilgrims persevere as they face challenges in the Americas?

4. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of asking and answering questions by using a Think Aloud below,
talking students through the first paragraph of text. 

5. Ask students to read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access 4 handout to support them as they
highlight and annotate the text.

6. In pairs or small groups, have students discuss the questions and inferences they made while reading. To facilitate discussions, refer to
Collaborative Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● What questions did you have in the first paragraph that were answered in later paragraphs?
● How do the "barbarians" the Pilgrims encounter differ from those Bradford tells about from Scripture? 
● In your own words, how would you describe the Pilgrims' first winter? 



● What does Bradford's anecdote about the Pilgrims' tools tell us about the relationship with the Indians? 
● How does the phrase "being all well recovered in health and strength" relate to the chapter title "First Thanksgiving"?

7. Give students a definition of “textual evidence.” Make sure students understand the purpose of finding textual evidence in an informational
or literary text, as well as the difference between explicit and inferred evidence.

8. Create a T-chart on the board or have small groups create their own. Ask students to suggest adjectives that can be used to describe the
Puritans. List these in the left column. Have students think of at least one piece of evidence from the text that supports the validity of each
claim. Place these in the right column opposite the adjectives. Allow time for students to discuss and revise their inferences and analysis. 

9. The text claims that "what the Pilgrims possessed in religion and education, they lacked in preparation and resilience." In some ways, the
Pilgrims' dilemma boils down to the age-old debate about whether it's better to have thinkers or doers. In this way, the Pilgrims' dilemma
isn't that different from what any organization faces as it tries to get off the ground (a business, a school, etc.). Have students pair up to
develop lists that detail why both thinkers and doers would be valuable for the founding of an organization.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on Of Plymouth Plantation.
Speaking and Listening Handbook
Concept Web: Of Plymouth Plantation
Skills lesson on textual evidence in Of Plymouth Plantation
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 3: Close Read
Of Plymouth Plantation by William Bradford
Skill Lesson: Author’s Purpose and Author’s Point of View

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and evaluating the author's purpose and point of view in Of Plymouth Plantation.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Learn to identify author's purpose and author's point of view.
● Analyze a 17th-century foundational U.S. document for its purpose, themes, and rhetorical features.

Standards:
Point of View & Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Vocabulary Acquisition & Use
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6



Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Sundry, commendation, skulking, aloof, procure, feigned, logic, objective, subjective, provoke an emotional response, endured, inhospitable,
persevered, shipwrecked

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the Chapter 9 excerpt. Then have students read and annotate the excerpt.
2. Provide students with these questions:

● How is Bradford's point of view about the Pilgrims affected by his own biases? Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 
● How does Bradford's point of view about Native Americans change in this excerpt? How does this shift in perspective reveal the author's

purpose? Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 
● Do you think Bradford's primary purpose in this text is to inform the reader about the Pilgrims' experience, or do you think the text serves

a more complicated purpose? 
3. Read the prompt as a class. Ask students to brainstorm about themes, or central ideas, that emerge in the text of Of Plymouth Plantation.

Remind your students to look at the passage and their annotations to find textual evidence that supports their analysis. You may wish to
review with students the Short Constructed Response - Informative/Explanatory Student Model for guidance on how to construct an
effective response to the writing prompt.

4. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers.
5. Discuss author's purpose and author's point of view with your students. Make sure students understand why it's critical to know an author's

purpose or point of view when trying to unlock the meaning of a text.
6. Have students discuss how the author's purpose and point of view affect what the reader learns about the key events and people in the text.

How might a switch in purpose affect what details the author includes about key events and people in the text? How might a switch in point
of view affect how the author's word choice when describing key events and people in the text? Use the questions below to spur small-group
or whole-class discussions about the skill.
● What kinds of words or phrases do authors use to introduce or express their purposes for writing?
● Where might you look first in a text to determine the author's purpose in writing?
● Why might an author choose to conceal or leave out an explicit statement of his or her point of view?
● Which do you think is more challenging: presenting an objective or a biased point of view? Explain your response.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on author's purpose and author's point of view in Of Plymouth Plantation
Close Read lesson on Of Plymouth Plantation
Of Plymouth Plantation Vocabulary handout
Short Constructed Response - Informative/Explanatory Student Model
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 4: Blast



For Shame
First Read: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Explore a topic related to Puritan morals and systems of justice.
● Research using hyperlinks to learn about issues related to crime and public shaming.
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Learn and practice the reading strategy of visualizing to aid comprehension.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Specific Word Choice
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Academic/Domain-Specific Words
L.11.12.4.A, L.11.12.4.B, L.11.12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Overcome adversity, viral videos, town commons, vengeful, magistrates, branded, social media, Puritan, adulteress, scarlet, defiantly, rigidity,
petrified, physiognomies, augured, public sentiment, heterodox, malefactresses, congregation, token, sumptuary

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Is public shaming an effective form of punishment?
2. Ask students whether they are aware of any examples of public shaming, from history or the modern era. Ask students if they think public

shaming is an effective form of punishment.
3. Have students view a photograph of an adult being publicly shamed for a crime, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/c9eqejf.

Discuss how the picture shows someone being forced to do something embarrassing, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is happening in this photo?
● What does the sign say? What do you think the person holding the sign is feeling?
● Why might a judge have someone hold a sign, rather than go to jail or pay a fine?
● What are some other examples of public shaming you can think of?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:

● Have you ever been insulted or shamed by someone on social media? Have you ever intentionally shamed or insulted someone else
online? 

● Do you agree with the punishment practices of the Puritans? Cite specific instances where you do or do not. 

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2012/11/13/165027763/convicted-idiot-driver-who-passed-school-bus-holds-her-sign-of-shame


● How is a nation or culture defined by its laws and systems of punishment?
● What aspects of a culture do you feel are most influential in determining laws and systems of punishment?  Should religion play a large

role in that determination, as it did for the Puritans?
6. Ask students to write their Blast response.
7. As a class, watch the video preview of The Scarlet Letter.
8. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Scarlet Letter.
9. Remind students that The Scarlet Letter will describe features and aspects of Puritan law. Have students read the article "Puritan Life"

at http://www.ushistory.org/us/3d.asp and complete the "Build Background" chart on the Access 1 and 2 handouts.
10. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt.
11. Pair students and ask them to discuss why Hester made her scarlet A into a beautifully embroidered badge, rather than keeping it simple,

and what that says about her character. 

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Scarlet Letter.
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Blast: For Shame!
Blast Response - Student Model
http://tinyurl.com/c9eqejf
http://www.ushistory.org/us/3d.asp

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 5: Skill Lesson
Story Elements
Close Read: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definitions of story elements.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing story elements.
● Complete a close reading of a passage of fiction.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing story elements in The Scarlet Letter.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6

http://www.ushistory.org/us/3d.asp
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2012/11/13/165027763/convicted-idiot-driver-who-passed-school-bus-holds-her-sign-of-shame
http://www.ushistory.org/us/3d.asp


Produce & Strengthen Clear Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Analyze, storytelling choices, principal character, sensory elements, court of public opinion, element, conflict, story element, setting, plot characters,
solemnity, grievously, dismal, haughty, luxuriance

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on story elements with your students. Make sure your students know all three elements of a story—plot,

character, and setting—as well as how the three elements are interrelated. 
2. Remind students that The Scarlet Letter is written in the third person from a narrator's point of view. Ask them how the descriptions of story

elements might differ if they were written from other characters' points of view, such as Hester's, a townsperson's, or the town-beadle's.
Discuss what impact these decisions might have on the overall content and theme of the story.

3. Ask students to read the Model text.
4. After students read the model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-class discussion that helps students understand how to analyze

story elements:
● Which story element does the writer discuss first? 
● How does the writer distinguish between explicit and inferred evidence related to the setting? 
● Which story element does the writer think contributes the most to the mood of this section? 
● The writer describes the townspeople as "foaming at the mouth." How, if at all, does evidence in the original text support this idiomatic

description? 
● Why does the writer wait so long to discuss the main character, Hester Prynne?

5. Choose a movie that your students are familiar with (Disney movies usually work well) and tell them that this will be your "base movie."
Next, allow students a few minutes to informally identify the major characters, plot events, and settings. Then, have students (individually, in
pairs, or in groups) draw slips of paper out of a bag or bowl. On each slip should be the name of a character, a setting, or a plot event (for
example, Batman, a spaceship in the year 2395, or gets fired from job). You can create these slips of paper ahead of time, or have students
create them at the beginning of class. Have each group determine how the base movie you've chosen would change based on the slip of
paper they've chosen.

6. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on the story elements in
The Scarlet Letter.
● How does the narrator describe the characters of the townspeople? How are their beliefs informed by the setting? Cite specific textual

evidence to support your statements.
● Why does the author introduce the townspeople before introducing the main character? Cite specific textual evidence to support your

answer. 
● Even though she is only shown in the last two paragraphs, what is Hester Prynne like? Cite specific textual evidence to support your

answer. 
7. Engage the class in a discussion surrounding these questions: What kinds of behavior are considered "shameful" in our world today? How

have punishments changed?



Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on story elements in The Scarlet Letter
Story Elements: The Scarlet Letter handout
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Close Read lesson on The Scarlet Letter
The Scarlet Letter Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 6: Blast
Let’s Get Hysterical
First Read: The Crucible by Arthur Miller

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn about mass hysteria and explore how it connects Puritan-era America to modern-day America.
● Research using hyperlinks to articles about mass hysteria, or conversion disorder.
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Learn and practice the reading strategy of summarizing to aid comprehension.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Objective Summary/Inference
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.9
Produce & Strengthen Clear Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Context for Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Heart begins to race, hysteria, baffled, adolescent, epileptic, infamous, toxins, diagnosis, allegory, Communist, unconscious, inert, dissembling,
unnatural causes, conjured, Goody, naught, junctures

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: What causes groups of people to behave irrationally?



2. Ask students what they already know about mass hysteria, conversion disorder, or social panic. Do they have a sense of how and why this
continues to affect and interest our culture? 

3. Have students view a painting or engraving of a case of "dancing mania" from the medieval ages such as the one at:
http://tinyurl.com/q9pujqn. Discuss how the picture portrays a form of mass hysteria in which people started dancing for no reason and
could not stop. Prompt students with questions such as:
● What is happening in this painting?
● Based on their faces, how do you think the women are feeling? Why are they being held by the men?
● How is their "dancing" likely different from normal dancing?
● Why might uncontrollable dancing be scary?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:

● Can you think of examples of mass hysteria other than those described in the passage?
● What specific causes of mass hysteria, either logical or illogical, does the passage mention as possible explanations? 
● Explore the meaning of the word "irrationally" in the driving question. Why do you think the writer of this passage used that word? 
● Can you imagine ever suffering from mass hysteria? Explain why or why not.

6. Ask students to write their Blast response.
7. As a class, watch the video preview of The Crucible.
8. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Crucible. After reading the introduction, engage students in a pre-reading discussion

to get them thinking about the characters, events, and plot in The Crucible.
● Has anyone ever wrongly accused you of something?
● Have you ever suspected someone of doing something despite a lack of evidence?
● Are there times when you or others have acted on supernatural or superstitious beliefs?

9. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the dialogue between Reverend Parris, Abigail, and Susanna in Act I. 

10. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt. 
11. Have students write brief summaries of other passages in the selection. These might be the dialogue between Abigail and Parris; the first

dialogue between Parris, Mrs. Putnam, and Mr. Putnam; the long note analyzing the character of Mr. Putnam; and the second dialogue
between Parris, Mrs. Putnam, and Mr. Putnam. Remind students that the purpose of a summary is to answer as succinctly as possible the
questions (where? who? what? when? why? and how?)

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Crucible
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Blast: Let's Get Hysterical!
Blast Response - Student Model
http://tinyurl.com/q9pujqn

http://www.christies.com/lotfinder/paintings/pieter-brueghel-ii-the-saint-johns-dancers-5017428-details.aspx
http://www.christies.com/lotfinder/paintings/pieter-brueghel-ii-the-saint-johns-dancers-5017428-details.aspx


Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 7: Skill Lessons
Textual Evidence
Dramatic Elements

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of textual evidence.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing textual evidence.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn the definition of dramatic elements.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing dramatic elements.

Standards:
Text Structure/Text Evidence
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.5
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Interpret Figures of Speech
L.11-12.5.A

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Lies at the heart, allusion, rational, invalidated, withholds, riveting, dramatic elements, italics, parentheses, specifically, austerity, motivations,
atmosphere, alleged, conspiracy

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence with your students. Make sure students understand the purpose of finding textual

evidence in an informational or literary text, as well as the difference between explicit and inferred evidence.
2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class,

use these questions to engage students in a discussion about textual evidence.
● In what kinds of texts would you expect to find textual evidence that is clear and readily located? 
● In what kinds of texts would you expect the writer to hide textual evidence or leave matters uncertain? 
● How is reading a mystery different from reading a biography? What kinds of inferences can you draw from each one? 

3. Ask students to think of examples of books or movies in which crucial elements were kept secret or uncertain. Did any of them figure out
what was happening before the "big reveal"? What kinds of evidence led them to understand how the author or director was manipulating
the information—and the audience along with it?

4. Have students independently read the Model section. 
5. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to analyze

textual evidence:
● How does the Model address the uncertain nature of Betty's illness in the text? 



● What evidence does the Model provide to explain why the townspeople may be rushing to judgment? 
● What does the Model suggest is the reason that Miller left matters in the text uncertain? 

6. Watch the Concept Definition video on dramatic elements with your students. Make sure your students are familiar with the different
elements, including setting, characters, dialogue, italicized stage directions, etc. Have students complete the matching exercise on the Access
1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.

7. Have students independently read the Model section. 
8. Before or after students read the model, either project or distribute the graphic organizer "Dramatic Elements in Arthur Miller's The

Crucible " for review and implementation. Have students identify dramatic elements discussed in the model and categorize them
appropriately in the proper areas of the graphic organizer. 

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on textual evidence in The Crucible
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on dramatic elements in The Crucible
Graphic Organizer: Dramatic Elements in Arthur Miller's The Crucible

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 8: Full Text Study
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapter 1)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Learn and practice the reading strategy of visualizing to aid comprehension.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Summarizing
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.5, RL.11-12.9
Write in Response to a Prompt
W.11-12.1.A-E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Context Clues/Vocabulary in Context
L.11-12.1, L.11-12.2.A, L.11-12.2.B, L.11-12.3.A L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.1.B,

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Inauspicious, congregate, timbered, Utopia, threshold, nucleus, congenial

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read and discuss Chapter 1 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne.



2. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the following question: What role do hypocrisy and conformity play in the beginning of The
Scarlet Letter?

3. Have students summarize the setting, characters, and events of the first chapter.
4. Hawthorne describes the prison door in front of which the citizens are standing. Ask students to identify the similarities and differences in

how Hawthorne and Miller describe the setting. How do those descriptions enhance the action that follows?
5. Record examples of symbolism in a three-column graphic organizer: (1) List the symbols found in The Scarlet Letter, (2) provide proper

citation information (page number, paragraph number, etc.), and (3) describe the meaning of the symbols in The Scarlet Letter. Students will
continue to use the graphic organizer throughout the unit.

6. Using details from the text, have students create a visual representation of the prison door Hawthorne describes.
7. Have students develop a composition in response to the following prompt: What is the function of the past in The Scarlet Letter? As part of

your composition, consider why Hawthorne uses a frame narrative rather than simply telling the story. Why might he set the events in
history? Why would Hawthorne choose to start the events of the story with Hester already in prison? What effect do these choices have on
the reader?

8. Have students read Chapters 2-3 of The Scarlet Letter for homework.

Materials/Resources:
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
Blank paper
Markers
Colored pencils
Crayons

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 9: Close Read
The Crucible by Arthur Miller
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 2-3)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying dramatic elements and using textual evidence in The Crucible.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Figurative Meaning
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4
Produce, Strengthen, Distribute Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10



Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Language Functions
L.11-12.3, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Heathen, trafficked, abominations, providence, formidable, visaged, blear, contort, beadle, embroidered, prefigure, scarlet letter, phantasma,
farthingale, petrify, abash, antinomian, transfigure, intermingle, pillory, scaffold, infliction, puritanic, rankle, sumptuary, proneness, rotundity,
heterodox, civil authority, preternaturally, ignominy, augur, envelop, gripe, indistinctly, refine, evanescent, wince, obliterate, behoove, exhort,
ignominious, purport, heterogeneous, tremulous, grievous, imperceptible, occupant, apprehensive, plaintive, mien, sojourn, effectual, hypocrisy,
impending

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the beginning of the passage. While modeling, make notes about dramatic

elements, such as characters, and identify textual evidence that supports your observations. 
2. Then have students read and annotate the remainder of the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension

strategy of making, confirming, and revising predictions that they learned in the First Read.
3. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on the dramatic elements

used in the play.
● How does the setting of Salem in 1692 impact the plot that begins to unfold in Act 1? How would the plot be different if the play were set

in a different time and place? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● Miller leaves what really happened in the forest unclear. How does that support a theme? Cite specific textual evidence to support your

answer. 
● Describe the character of Ann Putnam. What kind of person might she represent? Cite textual evidence to support your answer.

4. Have pairs or small groups create storyboards for a new scene that depicts what may have happened in the woods on the night in question.
Ask them how they will maintain a sense of uncertainty and mystery while incorporating details from the original text. Provide time for
groups to present and discuss their creative work with the class.

5. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 2-3 of The Scarlet Letter.
6. Have students trace the development of characters while examining the author’s introduction of the main characters.
7. In Chapters 2-3, like in the scene from The Crucible, the characters worry about what the other townspeople will think of them and how they

will be judged for their actions. Ask students to draw conclusions about life in Puritan New England, and draw parallels to their experiences
as teenagers and high school students.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Crucible
The Crucible Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 



The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 10: First Read
The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African
Skill Lesson: Rhetoric

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Practice the reading strategy of asking and answering questions to aid comprehension.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn the definition of rhetoric.
● Practice identifying and analyzing rhetorical strategies.

Standards:
Objective Summary/Development & Interaction of Events
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.9
Produce & Strengthen Clear Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Context for Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Tragedy, achievement, ardent, abolitionist, inhumanity, saluted, complexions, countenances, flogged, pestilential, fetters, rhetoric, victim, objective,
ordeal, rational, subjective, despair

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African.
3. Find out what your students already know about enslavement in the context of colonial America. As a class or in small groups, generate a list

(on the board or on paper) of the information and previous knowledge about the Middle Passage, or the transfer of kidnapped Africans
across the Atlantic to become enslaved in the Americas. 

4. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt. 
5. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions from the reading. To help facilitate discussions, refer to

Collaborative Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● What was Equiano's initial feeling on seeing the slave ship? 



● What questions does Equiano ask the other enslaved Africans on the boat? 
● Why did some of the Africans leap overboard into the water? 
● What thought eased Equiano's mind just before he was taken ashore?
● What did Equiano think about the people riding horses he saw in Bridge Town? 

6. Watch the Concept Definition video on rhetoric with your students. Make sure students write down the definition of rhetoric and understand
how an author's use of language can shape his or her argument and influence the reader's understanding of a topic. Pause the video at key
moments to discuss the information with your students.

7. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of rhetoric. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use
these questions to engage students in a discussion about rhetoric.
● What are examples of contexts in which you'd write in formal language? In casual, conversational language? With humorous overtones?
● What kind of audience do you think would be most difficult to write for?
● When have you ever found it necessary to tell a story or explain something in two completely different ways?

8. Pair or group students and assign each group a paragraph from the text for rhetorical analysis. Have each group choose a strategy and record
their final considerations and decisions. Discuss these as a class.

9. Have students read Chapters 4-5 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on rhetoric in The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 11: Skill Lesson
Word Meaning
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 4-5)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Demonstrate an understanding of word meanings.
● Practice using concrete strategies to determine word meanings.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.

Standards:
Analyze Setting, Characters, and Action
RL.11- 12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6



Context for Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Part of speech, adjective, valid, stench, disease, base word, organism, infectious, besmirch, writhe, quaff, paramour, expostulation, delude, pedestal,
insubordinate, feign, amenable, tempestuous, sustenance, efficacy, sojourn, rebuke, injure, embroider, concoct, betoken, imbibe, emolument, aver,
progenitor, assimilate, annihilate, talisman, ignominious, plebeian, accumulate, irrepressible, insidious, incredulity, puport, repugnance, inscrutable,
ascetic, lurid, manifold, superflluous

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of word meaning. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these questions to engage students in a

discussion about word meanings:
● What do you already know about affixes? How do you use them in your everyday speech? 
● When you use affixes, do you think about them as separate elements? Why or why not?
● How can knowing the meaning of affixes help you when you encounter a new word?

2. As a class, have students share affixes they can think of off the top of their heads. You may want to start the list with a few common suffixes
(-ly, -ness, -er) and prefixes (anti-, un-, pro-). Write each affix on the board. Discuss words that use the affixes and how students can use these
affixes as clues to word meaning.

3. Have students independently read the Model section. 
4. Instruct students to revisit The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African and find a word they can

use to complete their own version of the Model's pest chart. Make sure students find a word that has at least three forms. Students may use
a print or online dictionary to help them complete this task.

5. As a class, discuss major events from Chapters 4-5 of The Scarlet Letter.
6. This section sets the stage for the remainder of the novel. Have students analyze how setting, characters, and actions are introduced and

how Hawthorne uses those elements to develop themes over the course of the text.
7. Hawthorne uses formal and antiquated language in this novel. Pair students and ask them to generate a list of unfamiliar words. Then ask

each pair to context, prefixes and suffixes to determine the meaning of the new words. Allow students the opportunity to consult with other
groups before using a dictionary or other reference material.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on word meaning in The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 12: Close Read
The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of autobiographical nonfiction.



● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying rhetorical methods of persuasion
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Text Analysis/Text Evidence
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Vocabulary Development and Use
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Consternation, apprehensions, loathsome, avarice, atone

Activities & Assessments:
1. Equiano provides detailed descriptions of the merchant ship in this passage. Have students use these as evidence to create a preliminary

sketch or floor plans of the ship, noting the location of particular scenes and identifying parts of the ship by name. As they read, students can
make revisions based on new observations and insights from the text.

2. Have students reread the passage in which Equiano talks with his fellow Africans (near the end of paragraph 4). Encourage the students to
envision themselves in Equiano's situation. What other questions might they have? What might the other Africans' responses be? Allow
students to write and/or act out a short dialogue for this extended conversation.

3. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about Equiano's purpose for writing and his use of rhetorical strategies in The
Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African. Remind students to reread the excerpt and review their
annotations as they seek out textual evidence to support their arguments. You may wish to review with students the Short Constructed
Response - Argumentative Student Model for guidance on how to construct an effective response to the writing prompt.

4. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access 4 handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
5. Encourage students to select and utilize an appropriate graphic organizer to help them organize their ideas before drafting their responses.
6. Have students complete the writing assignment. 
7. Have students read Chapters 6-7 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African.
Short Constructed Response - Argumentative Student Model 
Olaudah Equiano Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Blank paper
Color pencils



Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 13: First Read
“On Being Brought from Africa to America” by Phillis Wheatley
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 6-7)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Learn and practice the comprehension strategy of rereading.
● Recognize direct and indirect objects and apply this knowledge to understanding the syntax of a poem.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Inference and Tone
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Context Clues
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Seized, eventual, exposing, classic, disputed, capacity, sophistication, ‘twas, Savior, redemption, sought, Cain, refin’d, die

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of “On Being Brought from Africa to America.”
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for "On Being Brought from Africa to America." The Introduction provides context for the

poem. Have them refer to the "Introduction Glossary" on their Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts for definitions of key vocabulary terms.
3. After reading the introduction, engage students in a pre-reading discussion to get them thinking about the ideas and themes in "On Being

Brought from Africa to America."
● Has anyone ever underestimated your abilities?
● Have you ever had to stand up for yourself in the face of hardship?
● Are there times when you feel compelled to justify your beliefs and actions?

4. Invite students to share information from other sources about the role Africans played in the North American colonies, including the
selection The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African. Have themcompare this information with
what they have read about Phillis Wheatley in the introduction. Discuss the similarities and differences as a class. When appropriate, prompt
students to provide examples and evidence.



5. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt.
6. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions:

● According to the poem, what brought the speaker to America? 
● What was her religious life like before coming to America? 
● What does Wheatley mean by "with scornful eye"? 
● In the final lines of the poem, who "may be refin'd, and join th' angelic train"?

7. Distribute a handout on direct and indirect objects. Review with students the definitions and uses of each as explained in the handout. Then
have students complete the practice exercises. (This can be completed as homework).

8. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 6-7 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during the
discussion.

9. Both Hester and the speaker of “On Being Brought from Africa to America” are outsiders in their societies. How does “outsider status”
impact the characters of Hester and Pearl? How is their status as outsiders different from the speaker’s?

10. Have students read Chapters 8-9 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "On Being Brought from Africa to America"
Grammar handout: Direct and Indirect Objects
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 14: Skill Lesson
Theme
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 8-9)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of theme.
● Practice using concrete strategies for determining theme.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Theme
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.9
Produce, Strengthen, and Publish Clear/Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6



Standard English Grammar and Usage
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.1.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.5.B

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Sensory, imagery, figurative language, complex, preserving, passive voice, indicates, embrace, relations, colonial

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of theme. Ask students to write the definitions and the key evidence they can examine to determine

theme in their notes.
2. Have students independently read the Model section. Have students complete the guided reading questions on the Access 4 handout as they

read.
3. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 8-9 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during the

discussion.
4. Ask students to identify the themes they see emerging in the novel so far, writing out each theme as a complete sentence with at least two

quotes from the book to support it.
5. Have students read Chapters 10-11 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on theme in "On Being Brought from Africa to America"
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 15: Close Read
“On Being Brought from Africa to America” by Phillis Wheatley
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 10-11)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a poem.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the theme of a poem
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Theme
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.9
Produce, Strengthen, and Publish Clear/Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6



Context Clues
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Pagan, benighted, sable, scornful, diabolic

Activities & Assessments:
1. Invite students to reflect on how Wheatley packs so much meaning into such a short poem. Develop this notion even further by having

students choose one word from the poem that they feel is central or most important to one of the major themes. Ask students: How does
this word impact the overall tone and feeling of the poem? How might the poem be different if the author had used a synonym instead?
Allow students to discuss and explain their choices in small groups or as a class.

2. Have students revisit the poem and answer the following questions:
● Think about the reason Wheatley was brought to America—to work as another person's slave. In the poem, however, the speaker focuses

on the theme of redemption through Christianity. What does this suggest about the author's audience? Why might this theme be more
compelling than a theme about the cruelty of slavery? 

● Reread line 7, paying close attention to the use of punctuation and italics. Why do you think the author italicized Christians,
Negros, and Cain in this line? How might this develop another theme about racial equality by paralleling these three words? Cite textual
evidence to support your answer. 

3. Tell students that Wheatley likely knew that she was writing mostly for a white audience, since at the time most slaves were not taught how
to read. Ask students, How do you think this affected Wheatley's writing of poetry? 

4. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 10-11 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during
the discussion.

5. Like Wheatley, Hawthorne frequently uses allusions, calling Chillingworth the “Black Man” in chapter 10 and “the old, corrupted faith in
Rome” in chapter 11. Ask students to determine the meaning of these allusions, and to look for other allusions as they continue reading the
novel. Students can compile these explanations in the classroom or digitally on a shared Google Doc. How do these allusions impact the
reader?

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "On Being Brought from Africa to America"
"On Being Brought from Africa to America" Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 16: First Read
“On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country” by Philip Freneau
Skill Lesson: Compare and Contrast

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):



● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence.

● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Learn the definition of compare and contrast.
● Practice using concrete strategies for compare and contrast.

Standards:
Compare and Contrast
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.9
Produce, Strengthen, and Publish Clear/Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Prolific, nationalist, partisan, virtues, emigration, reigns, tame, successive, outvie, clime, rove, in vain, decree, molest, forsaking, haste, hail, prevail,
subtle, philosophical, Enlightenment, reason, bears, alludes, voluntary, conveys, agriculture, undergo, in this respect, abstract, extol

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of “On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country.”
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country." Based on the

Introduction and the title of the poem, ask students to make predictions about the central ideas they would expect to encounter in this text.
3. Invite students to read and annotate the poem.
4. Have students think about the ideas associated with immigration to America in the poem—freedom and opportunity. Then have them

complete the Explore Ideas chart on the Access 4 handout. Allow students to work in pairs if they wish.
5. Have students read the definition of compare and contrast. Make sure your students understand the difference between comparing and

contrasting, and how it can help to unlock meaning in a given text.
6. Have students independently read the Model section.
7. Review with students that a Venn diagram can be quite useful in organizing similarities and differences as they compare and contrast texts.

Ask students to analyze the texts mentioned in the model and identify similarities and differences for placement within the Venn diagram.
Challenge students to identify one or two of each that are not mentioned explicitly in the Model. Provide an opportunity for pairs or groups
to share their work and discuss their findings.

8. Have students read Chapter 12 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country"
Speaking & Listening Handbook



Word Concept Map
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on compare and contrast in "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country"
Compare and Contrast Chart

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 17: Skill Lesson
Connotation and Denotation
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapter 12)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definitions of connotation and denotation.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing connotation and denotation.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Figurative and Connotative Meaning
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Understanding of Figurative Language
L.11-12.5.A

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Context, connotation, precise, stark, interpreted, monarchies, convey, infringement, oppressive, acknowledgement

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of connotation and denotation. Make sure your students write down and understand the definitions of

both terms, along with relevant examples for each.
2. Challenge students to come up with a list of words that have the same basic denotation but opposite connotations. To get students started,

you might suggest smart and sly or smelly and aromatic. Give students time to share their lists with the class.
3. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapter 12 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during the

discussion.
4. Ask students to analyze the word choice used to describe Dimmesdale’s time on the scaffold with the word choice used to describe Hester’s

punishment in chapter 2. How does Hawthorne use words with specific connotations in these two episodes?
5. Have students read Chapters 13-14 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:



Skills lesson on connotation and denotation in "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 18: Skill Lesson
Figurative Language
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 13-14)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of figurative language.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and comprehending figurative language.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Figurative and Connotative Meaning
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Understanding of Figurative Language
L.11-12.5.A

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Implies, evoke, contradict, employs, vivid, tributaries, superiority

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of figures of speech. To prepare students to participate in the discussion, have them complete the chart on

the Access 1 and 4 handouts as they read the definition.
2. Make sure students understand the difference between literal and figurative language and ask them to write down the seven examples of

figurative language, with a definition and example for each.
3. Prepare two decks of index cards: one that includes the names of figures of speech (metaphor, simile, hyperbole, personification) and

another that includes a mix of common objects (dog, flower, rock, moon, mountain, etc.). Divide the class into two teams or have pairs
compete against one another. Challenge the students to draw one card from each pile and then use the figure of speech to describe the
selected object in some way. For scoring, students can award points based on speed, accuracy, and originality.

4. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 13-14 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during
the discussion.



5. In the poem “On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country,” Freneau uses personification to describe the Mississippi
River. Ask students to identify examples of personification in chapters 13-14 of The Scarlet Letter. What effect do the examples of
personification have on the reader and the text?

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on figures of speech in "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country."
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 19: Close Read
“On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country” by Philip Freneau

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of poetry.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting in "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country."
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Word Choice on Meaning & Tone
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.9
Produce, Strengthen, and Publish Clear/Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Standard English Grammar and Usage
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.1.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.5.B

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Despotic, commerce, pomp, consigned, sages

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students revisit and review the text. Provide them with these questions:

● Freneau's word choice reveals very strong opinions about many topics in the poem. What might the author's use of words such
as unsocial reveal about the author's views about Native Americans? How might this relate to the author's ideas about European
immigration to America? (

● In his personification of Europe, the author characterizes the continent as proud. What connotation does this word have in this context?
What idea about Europe does it help support in the text? Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 



● Freneau personifies several things in this poem--Europe, Nature, and Reason being most important. What effect does this heavy reliance
on personification have on you as a reader? How might you have understood the poem differently if it used more literal language?
Support your answer with textual evidence

2. Either project or provide a handout of the earlier version of the eighth stanza from "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western
Country." Have students work in pairs or small groups to identify and discuss similarities and differences between the two versions. Ask: Why
might Freneau have made the changes he did? How did he alter the meaning of the poem? Since students are familiar with Phillis Wheatley's
"On Being Brought From Africa to America," have students compare and contrast both poets' use of the word "refin'd" in their poems.

3. Invite students to write their own short poem or stanza about exploring a new place. Have them pay particular attention to the use of
figurative language in order to deepen and intensify particular themes, tones, and moods.

4. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about how they might compare and contrast the two themes across different
texts. Students can brainstorm together either as a class or in small groups to begin planning their responses.

5. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access 4 handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
6. Have students complete the writing assignment.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "On the Emigration to America and Peopling the Western Country"
Vocabulary Handout
Analogies Template
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 20: Extended Writing Project
Informative/Explanatory Writing

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying informative/explanatory writing.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Informative/Explanatory Writing
W.11-12.2, W.11-12.2.A, W.11-12.2.B, W.11-12.2.C, W.11-12.2.D, W.11-12.2.E, W.11-12.2.F
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Informative/explanatory writing, purpose, facts of the matter, thesis statement, survival tactic, competent, fatality, lay down the building blocks,
paled in comparison, theoretical knowledge, stands at the intersection, remedies, untamed landscape, suspicious, subsequent

Activities & Assessments:



1. Have students read the prompt to the Extended Writing Project on informative/explanatory writing. Ask students to look at the various parts
of the prompt and respond to the following questions:
● What is the prompt asking you to do?
● What specific requirements does the prompt lay out?
● What does the prompt ask you specifically to consider?
● Does the prompt point you toward an example text?
● Where does the prompt ask you to place your focus?

2. Explain to students that they will be developing their writing in stages, with time to reflect on the assignment, revise their work, and benefit
from peer review. Give students an opportunity to ask any questions they may have about the prompt.

3. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction to Informative/Explanatory Writing. The introduction defines informative/explanatory writing
as well as the six major features of this writing form.

4. After reading the introduction, have students list the six features of informative writing on their Access 3 and 4 handouts in their own words.
5. Have students read the student model essay. Have students identify the six features of informative/explanatory writing in the sample and

label them. Have students reflect on how the student model essay addresses each individual aspect of the informative/explanatory writing
prompt. What theme did the writer choose? Which two texts did the writer select? Which events does the essay include as evidence?

6. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the observations and annotations they made while reading. Have them examine the
"Constructed Response - Informative/Explanatory" grading rubric this Student Model was written to satisfy. Inform students that this is the
same rubric that will be used to evaluate their completed Informative/Explanatory Extended Writing Project.

7. Have students read and answer the Think questions independently. Then have them discuss their answers to questions with a partner. Have
them share the ideas they want to develop into their own essay, the reasons why these ideas are interesting to them, and what sources are
available. They can take notes on their discussion and save them for their pre-write.

8. Have students read Chapters 15-16 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on Informative/Explanatory Writing
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 21: First Read
“Letters to John Adams” by Abigail Adams
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 15-16)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Inference and Tone
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Context Clues
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Tumultuous, endured, opinionated, morality, delegate, state, despair, cause, scheme, liberate, flight, fugitives, the lot

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of “Letters to John Adams.”
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for "Letters to John Adams."
3. Find out what your students already know about John and Abigail Adams and the Revolutionary War period. First, generate a list of

important events and dates related to the Revolutionary War that your students already know about, such as the convening of the
Continental Congresses (1774 and 1775) and the signing of the Declaration of Independence (1776).

4. Next, discuss how the events and dates relate to each other, their purpose, and their goals. Then write the events and dates on sticky notes
and invite students to place them in chronological order on the board.

5. Finally, create a sticky note for each of Abigail Adams's letters and place them along the time line. From this, have students predict what
events the letters might describe. Have them discuss how these events may have impacted the lives of Americans, politically and socially.

6. Have students independently read and annotate the letters. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access 4 handout to support
them as they highlight and annotate.

7. In the second letter, Abigail Adams writes, "All men would be tyrants if they could."
● As a class, discuss what she means by this.
● Next, invite students to choose sides, either agreeing or disagreeing with the claim. Provide time for each group to discuss evidence that

supports their viewpoint, drawing from the text as needed.
● Finally, stage a debate in class between the two sides. Record the debate as audio or video using digital devices.
● After reviewing the debate, ask students if any of them have reconsidered their positions based on new evidence.

8. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 15-16 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during
the discussion.

9. Abigail Adams’ letters to her husband weren’t written to be published and read by people over 200 years later—she was updating him on the
news of the community, and the reader gets, essentially, one half of a conversation. Similarly, these two chapters present the reader with a
private conversation between Hester and Pearl. What sort of similarities do you see in their conversations? Is there any overlap in the types
of concerns and topics they discuss?

10. Have students read Chapters 17-18 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.



Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "Letters to John Adams"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 22: Skill Lesson
Informational Text Elements
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 17-18)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of informational text elements.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing complex details.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Sequence of Events/Technical Meaning
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Sequence, interact, (to be) witness to, human rights, opposed, influence

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of point of view. Make sure your students are familiar with all the different elements—including details,

events, people and ideas—as well as how these elements may interact over the course of a text.
2. Have students independently read the Model section. Have students complete the guided reading questions on the Access 4 handout as they

read.
3. Guide students to consider Abigail Adams's claim that women "are determined to foment a rebellion." This claim isn't addressed in the

Model, but ask students if they think she is being serious about this. Have small groups discuss this claim in the context of the Model's
analysis. Invite them to write an additional sentence or two that they might insert into the Model to clarify this part of Adams's argument.
Remind them to locate evidence in the text that supports their analysis.

4. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 17-18 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during
the discussion.

5. After reading the letters from Abigail Adams to her husband, have students write a letter from one of the townspeople to family back home
in England, telling about Dimmesdale, Hester, or Pearl. Remind students of the importance of capturing the townsperson’s tone—they might
want to look back at chapter 2 to review Hawthorne’s characterization of the townspeople at Hester’s punishment.



Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on informational text elements in Letters to John Adams
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 23: Close Read
“Letters to John Adams” by Abigail Adams
Extended Writing Project: Audience and Purpose

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of informational text.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing the informational text elements in Letters to John Adams.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: audience and purpose.
● Practice concrete strategies for identifying the intended audience and purpose in a piece of informative/explanatory writing.

Standards:
Objective Summary/Central Idea
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Precise Word Meaning/Etymology
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.6
Audience and Purpose
W.11-12.2.B, W.11-12.2.C, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Iniquitous plundering, precipitate, impunity, vassals, syntax, geographical, pertaining, snippets, transatlantic

Activities & Assessments:
1. Guide students to recall other texts from the period, such as the narrative of Olaudah Equiano, that also made impassioned arguments

against slavery. Group students and invite them to compare and contrast these pleas and appeals with Adams's arguments. How might
students explain any major differences? Which methods would be more effective? Why? Have groups elect a representative to report their
findings back to the class for commentary and discussion.

2. Have students revisit the text. Provide them with these questions to guide their discussion:
● How does Abigail Adams use analogies to support her opinions? Cite specific textual evidence to support your answer.
● Adams uses words with specific connotations to support her opinion. Give an example of this from the text, and explain what feeling or

impression Adams is trying to make.



● Adams describes specific events in order to capture the mood of various places. Give an example of this, and tell what mood she conveys
in her description of the event.

3. Invite students to explore the Website of the Massachusetts Historical Society, which has archived nearly all of the correspondence between
John and Abigail Adams and includes visual images of the original letters. How does this resource affect the students' appreciation or opinion
of the historic documents? Encourage students to select three or four additional letters for independent reading and analysis. Come together
as a class to discuss any new discoveries or insights they have made.

4. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Audience and Purpose lesson. Have students use their Access 4 handouts to
restate the most important points in their own words. 

5. Have students work in pairs and small groups to create five sample writing prompts or assignments based on this sentence format: Write
_______ for _______. Students will fill in the first blank with a purpose for writing. They will fill in the second blank with an intended
audience for the assignment. For example: Write a job application essay for a coffee shop manager. Invite two volunteers to write down each
of the suggestions on an index card to create two decks: a "Purpose" deck and an "Audience" deck. Tell students that they will draw one card
at random from each of the decks and then write a few sentences based on the resulting prompt, taking into account the needs of the
designated audience and the demands of the selected purpose. 

Have students to read Chapters 19-20 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Letters to John Adams
Vocabulary Handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Website of the Massachusetts Historical Society
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Skills lesson on Audience and Purpose
Index Cards (for the "Audience" and "Purpose" card deck activity)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 24: First Read
The Crisis, No. 1 by Thomas Paine
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 19-20)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:

http://www.masshist.org/digitaladams/archive/letter/
http://www.masshist.org/digitaladams/archive/letter/


Central or Main Idea
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Acquire Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Revolutionary, anonymously, pamphlet, enlisted, impassioned, tyranny, Howe, superstition, perish, calamities, exploit, imaginary apparition,
Tory/Tories, miscellaneous, Whigs, repulse, allegiance, parallelism

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of The Crisis.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Crisis.
3. After reading the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a pre-reading discussion to get students thinking about the ideas

and context of The Crisis.
● When do you think the use of military force is justified?
● What roles can and/or should citizens play during times of political and military conflict?
● Would it surprise you to learn that many American colonists either sided with the British or thought that the patriots would lose the

Revolutionary War? Why or why not?
4. In pairs or small groups, ask students to research important events and figures related to the Revolutionary War in America. Use computers

and digital devices if available. Pay specific attention to the following topics, which will help students understand key details in The Crisis:
5. Whigs and Tories, General William Howe, General George Washington, King George III of Britain, British taxation of American colonies, British

retreat from Boston, March 1776, Declaration of Independence, July 1776, Patriot retreat from New York to New Jersey, December 1776
6. Before students begin reading, model the comprehension strategy of rereading by using a Think Aloud and talking students through the first

paragraph of the essay.
7. Have students work in pairs to practice rereading the first paragraph of The Crisis using the Reading Comprehension Strategy exercise on the

Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts.
8. Before students begin reading, model the comprehension strategy of rereading by using a Think Aloud and talking students through the first

paragraph of the essay.
9. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access 4 handout to support

them as they highlight and annotate the text.
10. Explain to students that parallelism refers to the use of phrases or clauses following the same grammatical structure. Parallelism can be used

as an element of writing style to help make text more readable and memorable. Encourage students to identify and analyze powerful uses of
parallelism in the pamphlet.

11. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 19-20 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during
the discussion. What is the “crisis” in these two chapters of the novel? Is there more than one? Ask students to make predictions about how
the crisis will be resolved.



12. Have students read Chapters 21-22 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Crisis
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 25: Skill Lesson
Rhetoric
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 21-22)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of rhetoric.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing rhetoric.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Analyzing Effective Rhetoric
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.6, RI.11-12.9
Introduce & Develop a Claim
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Verify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Rhetoric, pivotal, controversial, slogans, Founding Fathers, incite, ethical, shackles

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of rhetoric. Make sure students write down the definition of rhetoric and understand how an author's use

of language can shape his or her argument and influence the reader's understanding of a topic.
2. Have students watch a political speech, such as one from the American Rhetoric website (http://www.americanrhetoric.com/). Have

students write down phrases or sentences that they find particularly convincing or particularly disingenuous. When they have their lists, have
pairs discuss the speaker's use of language.

3. Have students independently read the Model section.

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/


4. Pair or group students and assign each group in the class a different strategy for analyzing rhetoric (Figurative language, author’s bias, use of
examples, persuasive language, connotations of words) in the excerpts presented in the Model. Have each group apply that strategy and
record its findings.

5. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 21-22 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during
the discussion.

6. Ask students to identify the types of rhetorical strategies used by Hawthorne to characterize the various groups present at the procession.
How can the reader infer the narrator’s opinions from these descriptions?

7. Have students read Chapters 23-24 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne for homework.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on rhetoric in The Crisis
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 26: Close Read
The Crisis, No. 1 by Thomas Paine
Full Text Study: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Chapters 23-24)

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing complex discourse and rhetoric in The Crisis.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Objective Summary/Central Idea
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Precise Word Meaning/Etymology
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Impious, repulsed, infidel, penitentially, offensive,

Activities & Assessments:
1. Model a close reading of the opening paragraphs.

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/


2. Have students to revisit the text. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a
focus on the rhetoric in the selection.
● Is Paine's comparison of the British treatment of the colonists to slavery fair? How does the historical context affect your answer? Cite

specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● What is Paine's opinion of Tories? How does he use rhetoric to show his opinion? Cite specific textual evidence to support your answer. 
● In paragraph 6, Paine writes of how he wants future generations to view the Whigs (or patriots). Were his predictions correct? Support

your answer with textual evidence.
3. Guide students to recall that Abigail Adams mentioned the retreat of the British from Boston and New England in her March 31, 1776 letter

to John Adams. Have groups form to consider her version of that event alongside Thomas Paine's account in The Crisis. Instruct them to use a
Venn diagram as they compare and contrast the information, language, and rhetoric of each text. Groups can then report back to the class
for a discussion of their analysis.

4. Tell students that Thomas Paine originally published this essay in the Pennsylvania Journal. Ask students to imagine that they have been
handed the article and asked to draw an accompanying illustration that will help readers better understand its content. Invite them to use
paper and pen to perform the task. 

5. As a class, discuss the major events from Chapters 23-24 of The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Have students to take notes during
the discussion.

6. The purpose of Paine’s essay is to encourage Americans to keep fighting, even though it’s difficult. In his last paragraph, he says, “I turn with
the warm ardor of a friend to those who have nobly stood, and are yet determined to stand the matter out.” Ask students to share their
opinions about Hester in the final chapter of the novel. She moves back to Boston and chooses to wear her A for the rest of her life—do they
admire her determination to “stand the matter out”? Why? Why might she choose to continue wearing it?

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Crisis
Vocabulary handout
Venn Diagram
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 27: Blast
Stop Telling Me What to Do!
First Read: “The Whistle” by Benjamin Franklin

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn about the art of giving advice.
● Perform research using the hyperlinks to learn about the topic of giving advice.



● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence.

● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Analyze/Evaluate Historical Documents
RI.11-12.1,RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.7, RI.11-12.8, RI.11-12.9
Develop, Strengthen, Produce Clear Coherent Writing
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Context Clues/Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Chronically, exhaustion, start to slip, unsolicited, cherish, warranted, hold your tongue, renowned, self-deprecating, statesman, philosopher,
incidents, moral, integrity, neglect, coppers, voluntarily, bargain, folly, ambitious, accumulating, unalterable

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: What's the best way to give advice?
2. Have students look at the list of bestselling advice books on the New York Times website, available at: http://tinyurl.com/lc63t9g.

Read aloud the titles and descriptions of the top ten books. Discuss what these topics reveal about the type of advice people want,
prompting students with questions such as:
● What themes do you see repeated?
● What do people most want to change about themselves?
● Why do you think people turn to books to help them with these problems?
● What are some other problems that people might seek advice about?

3. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout. 

4. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● Why do you think the writer begins with an example of the topic rather than a definition of the central term?
● Do you agree with the idea that oftentimes people do not like receiving advice?
● What do you think of the suggestions about when you should give advice?
● What do you think "self-deprecating humor" means? 
● Recall a time when you were given advice or when you gave advice. Did your experience relate to any of the ideas in this Blast?

5. Ask students to write their Blast response. 

http://tinyurl.com/lc63t9g


6. As a class, watch the video preview of "The Whistle."
7. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for "The Whistle."
8. Find out what your students already know about Benjamin Franklin, one of the most colorful and influential figures in American history.
9. Have students independently read and annotate the letters. 
10. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the questions and inferences they made while reading. To help facilitate discussions, refer to

Collaborative Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook. The following questions can help guide them to focus on comprehension:
● Based on what you have read, what can you predict about Madame Brillon's friendship with Benjamin Franklin?
● As a child, how did Franklin feel at the start of his story? 
● How did you predict he would feel at the end of his story? Were you correct? 
● Does Franklin still feel bitter about the experience as an adult? Why or why not? 
● Why is Franklin happy that the apples of King John, so called because of their high quality, "are not to be bought"?

11. Invite students to write a response to Ben Franklin either agreeing or disagreeing with his central idea. Ask them to recount an experience
from their own childhoods that supports their position. Encourage students to reflect on how Franklin incorporated his own personal story
into the structure of his letter. Invite students to use "The Whistle" as a model or template if they wish.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Stop Telling Me What to Do!
http://tinyurl.com/lc63t9g
First Read lesson on "The Whistle"
Grammar handout: Hyphenation Conventions
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 28: Extended Writing Project
Prewrite

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Demonstrate understanding of the features of informative/explanatory writing.
● Analyze the prompt and generate information for their informative/explanatory essay.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Introduce and Establish Claims
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Informative/explanatory writing, prewrite

http://tinyurl.com/lc63t9g


Activities & Assessments:
1. Put students in small mixed-proficiency groups. Assign each group a different text to examine, and have them create a list of possible themes

about early American identity that their text contains.
2. Have all groups display their lists so that all students can then draw from the complete collection of information for their essays. Encourage

students to circle themes on their list that appear in other texts in the unit. Students can then complete the Prewrite Worksheet on the
Access 1 and 2 handouts for the selections they wish to write about.

3. Read aloud the example for Of Plymouth Plantation provided on the Access 1 and 2 handouts. Pause after each section to clarify any
concepts related to the content or writing as necessary. Explain that they will use the completed section on Of Plymouth Plantation as a
model for their own prewrite.

4. Have students choose the selections they will analyze and identify information in their own brainstorming. Provide assistance for their
writing as necessary. 

5. Have students complete the prewriting activity.

Materials/Resources:
Extended Writing Project: Prewrite lesson
Access handout 1, 2 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 29: Skill Lesson
Informational Text Structure
Extended Writing Project: Thesis Statement

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of informational text structure.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing informational text structures.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: thesis statements.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for writing a strong thesis statement.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Textual Evidence & Analysis
RI.11-12.1
Create Smooth Progression of Events
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Chronological order, correspondence, inevitable, tries to hook the reader, nonsensical, self-deprecating, considering, introductory paragraph,
effective, aspects



Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of informational text structure. Have your students note the three kinds of informational texts—historical

and/or journalism, explanatory, and persuasive—and then discuss which structure might be the best fit for each.
2. Group or pair students and assign each group a text structure. Have students brainstorm as many examples of texts they've read that use

that text structure, and why the author of that text chose to use that structure. Bring the groups together and compile a list of examples.
Have students discuss each how each type of informational text differs from one another. 

3. Ask students to read the Student Model text and identify the thesis statement.
4. Have individuals or the class read the Define section of the Thesis Statement lesson. Encourage them to discuss the information provided.

You can use these sample questions or create your own to guide the discussion about thesis statements:
● How could you summarize this definition of a thesis statement?
● What is the purpose of the thesis statement in an informative essay?
● Why should a thesis statement express the writer's main or central idea?
● What would informative writing look like without a thesis statement?

5. Prior to having students write their thesis statements, ask them to complete the sentence frames on their Access handout.
6. After students have answered the questions, ask them to discuss with a partner what they plan to write about, clarifying any language as

needed before writing their thesis statements.
7. Then students should write their own thesis statements using language from the writing prompt in their thesis. Encourage them to refer back

to the writing prompt and to the Prewrite Worksheet they completed.
8. Allow students time to make edits to their thesis statements as necessary.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on informational text structure in "The Whistle"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Concept Web Graphic Organizer: Text Structure
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Skills lesson on Thesis Statement

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 30: Close Read
“The Whistle” by Benjamin Franklin
Extended Writing Project: Organize Informative Writing

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of informational text.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing information text structure.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: organize informative writing.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying organizational structures in informative/explanatory writing.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



Standards:
Read and Comprehend Nonfiction
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.5, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.4
Acquire Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Disorienting, captivity, adherence, mystification, deftly, vessels, reinforcement, vexation, chagrin, benevolent, laudable, corporeal,

Activities & Assessments:
1. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to revisit the text to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on the

point of view presented in the selection.
● What does the whistle represent? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements.
● Some informational texts, such as real-life stories, have the same structure as fictional stories. Based on this, identify the structure of

Franklin's anecdote and cite specific textual evidence to support your answer. 
● How do the examples Franklin shares support the lesson he is trying to impart to readers?

2. In "The Crisis," No. 1, Thomas Paine wrote: "What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly; it is dearness only that gives every thing its
value."
Invite small groups to discuss the meaning of Paine's words and to relate them to the central theme of "The Whistle." Would Franklin have
agreed or disagreed with Paine? Have students explain their responses in the form of a short letter from Franklin to Paine either praising or
questioning his remark.

3. Many readers might consider Franklin's language, both in "The Whistle and in his other publications, to be "pithy." In other words, his words
"cut to the core," or state a central idea in a precise, sharp, and easily remembered manner. Find examples of other "pithy" remarks by
Benjamin Franklin in "The Whistle."

4. Have students read the definition of organizing informative writing and then use their Access 2 handouts to pause after each bullet point to
rewrite the components of organizing informative writing in their own words.

5. Prior to having students choose an organizational structure, display the four graphic organizer options and explain how each could support
an informative essay.

6. Then ask students to complete the sentence frames on their Access handout.
7. After students have answered the questions, ask them to discuss with a partner how they plan to organize their writing.
8. Have students refer to their Prewrite Worksheet and the writing prompt as they fill out their graphic organizer. Allow students time to make

edits to their graphic organizers as necessary.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "The Whistle"
"The Whistle" Vocabulary handout



Short Constructed Response - Narrative Student Model
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Skills lesson on Organize Informative Writing
Problem and Solution Chart
Cause and Effect Chart
Chain of Events Chart
Venn Diagram

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 31: First Read
“The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations” by Dekanawidah
Extended Writing Project: Supporting Details

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: supporting details.
● Practice identifying and evaluating relevant information for use in a piece of informative/explanatory writing.
● Demonstrate an understanding of the role of supporting details in informative/explanatory text.

Standards:
Read and Comprehend Nonfiction
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.5, RI.11-12.9
Develop, Strengthen, Produce Clear Coherent Writing
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Acquire Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Tradition, instill, alliance, ideals, framers, disposition, deliberate, render, manifest, jurisdiction, scholarly background, paraphrases, distinguishes,
agriculture, entail

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of “The Constitution of the Iroquois Nation.”



2. Individually or as a class, read and listen to the Introduction for "The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations."
3. In pairs or small groups, ask students to research the six tribes of the Iroquois nation. Have students pay particular attention to the

geographical locations of the tribes as well as any major historical events that helped shape the culture of the tribe. The tribe names are:
Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida, Onondaga, Mohawk, Tuscarora.

4. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the first paragraph of text. Remind students that when they summarize, they don't retell every detail. Students should only retell the key
ideas. Explain that after each paragraph, students should ask themselves, What are the one or two most important ideas I should remember
from this paragraph?

5. Have students independently read and annotate the letters.
6. Have students write brief summaries for each section. Remind students that the purpose of a summary is to answer as succinctly as possible

the questions who? what? where? when? why? and how? and that summaries should be objective (that is, they should not contain any
personal opinions).

7. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Supporting Details lesson.
8. Have students read the Model text. Use these questions to help them understand how to locate and evaluate relevant information:

● What evidence does the Model first identify to show that William Bradford is an educated man? 
● Why doesn't the author of the Model provide more details about Squanto?
● How does the definition of Thanksgiving that most Americans know differ from the definition offered by the student essay and the

model? 
9. Have students refer to their Prewrite Worksheet and the writing prompt as they compile a list of supporting details. Have them share their

lists with another student to answer the following questions:
● Does every supporting detail relate to the thesis?
● Which supporting details are weak? Is there another piece of evidence that might be better?
● Are any supporting details irrelevant?

10. Allow students time to make edits to their supporting details as necessary.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Skills lesson on Supporting Details
Graphic Organizer: Concept Map

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 32: Skill Lesson
Central and Main Idea
Close Read: “The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations” by Dekanawidah

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):



● Learn the definition of central or main idea.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying the central or main idea.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Complete a close reading of a passage of informational text.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the central or main idea in The Constitution of the Iroquois Nation.

Standards:
Central or Main Idea
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Acquire Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Insight, foresight, preservation, vantage point, rigidity, longevity, confederacy, unanimously, obstinacy, upbraid, deposed,

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of central or main ideas. Make sure students understand the definition of central or main idea, as well as

how to write a proper summary. 
2. Ask students to read the Model text. After students read the Model text, use these questions to guide their understanding of how to identify

and analyze the central or main idea:
● Which central idea does the Model identify first? 
● What evidence of this does the Model look at first? 
● What inference does the Model draw from the symbol of the eagle? 
● What connection does the Model make between this idea and the explicit procedures stated in Article 10? 
● What difference does the Model point out about the two passages?

3. Invite pairs of students to analyze the excerpts in the Model to identify other possible ideas that could appear throughout the Iroquois
Constitution. Ask the pairs to share their findings with the class.

4. Invite students to envision what their own "Tree of the Great Peace" might look like. Allow them to write a descriptive passage, a poem, a
short story, a song, or a video that captures both the symbolic and practical aspects of the concept. Students can also choose to draw, paint,
or build a sculpture that expresses the same goals. Provide time and space for students to share their work and discuss the components that
went into their creations. Guide them to identify and appreciate how the elements or central ideas connect together to support a larger
concept or idea.

5. Ask students to choose two separate articles from the Iroquois Constitution for analysis. Distribute the "Central Ideas" graphic organizer.
Have students consider how the central idea of each paragraph relates to the overall central idea of the Constitution itself. Remind them to
find evidence that supports the central idea of each individual paragraph. Finally, ask students to use their graphic organizers as the basis for
writing a summary statement that establishes a connection between the paragraphs. 



6. Divide students into groups of four or five. Ask them to use the Iroquois Constitution as a model as they develop rules and procedures for
handling difficult classroom issues such as: cheating, bullying, vandalism, disruptive behavior. Guide them to consider cooperation and
consensus as guiding principles. Provide time for groups to share their ideas and insights with the class. Ask how their working together
enhanced their understanding and appreciation of the central ideas contained within the Iroquois Constitution.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on central or main idea in The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations
Close Read lesson on The Constitution of the Iroquois Nation
Vocabulary handout
Graphic Organizer: Central Ideas in The Constitution of the Iroquois Nation
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 33: Extended Writing Project
Plan

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Demonstrate understanding of the informative/explanatory writing skill: Plan Informative Writing.
● Plan an informative/explanatory essay by ensuring that ideas, concepts, and information are organized logically and support a thesis

statement.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Plan Writing
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Logically, organizational structure, concepts

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, review the characteristics of the organizational structures used in informative/explanatory writing. Advise students that

experienced writers often combine elements of different kinds of writing to develop complex ideas. Advise students that, in order to
determine which organizational structure is most appropriate for each paragraph and/or the essay as a whole, they should consider the
following questions:
● What is the main idea or central argument of your essay?
● How are the events explored in your essay related to the texts you will be discussing?
● Is it clearest to recount events and facts in sequential or chronological order?
● Will you be comparing and contrasting any ideas within or between the two selected texts?



● Are there any specific cause-and-effect relationships that you'd like to explore between an event and early American identity?
2. Make sure students have access to all of their previous assignments to draw upon. Then give them the Essay Road Map on their Access

handout to structure their organization. Go over each of the categories. Explain that as they write they can add additional paragraphs as
needed.

3. Have students share their completed Essay Road Map with a partner. Have them work together to answer the following questions about
their writing and make changes if necessary:
● Is this organized in a way that makes sense?
● Do the details in each section or paragraph strengthen my thesis?
● Are there any other details I want to include?

4. Ask students to complete the planning assignment. Tell students to refer back to the ideas they compiled in the previous stage of the writing
process and to transfer ideas and details from their lists of supporting details and their graphic organizers into the road map they will be
completing. Point out that as they organize their ideas for the essay, students may find it necessary to structure it in a different manner than
they had planned. 

Materials/Resources:
Extended Writing Project: Plan lesson
Graphic Organizer: Informative/Explanatory Essay
Access handout 1, 2, 4 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 34: First Read
The Declaration of Independence drafted by Thomas Jefferson
Extended Writing Project: Introductions

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn and practice strategies for identifying and using the three types of conjunctions to break down long, complicated sentences and to

determine the relationship between ideas in a sentence.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: introductions.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for writing a strong introduction.

Standards:
Read and Comprehend Nonfiction
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.5, RI.11-12.10
Introductions



W.11-12.2, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.4
Acquire Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Delegates, committee, philosopher, unanimous, self-evident, abolish, laying its foundation, relinquish, legislative, compliance, obstructing,
jurisdiction, imposing, relevant, dramatic, enlightening

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of “The Declaration of Independence.”
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Declaration of Independence.
3. Allow students to listen to the audio of the text and pause periodically or when any student has a question.
4. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative

Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● To whom is Jefferson referring when he says, "We hold these truths to be self-evident"? 
● Does Jefferson consider the long list of grievances to be facts or opinions? 
● Who is the "he" mentioned in the first items in Jefferson's list? 
● What have the colonists done to try to solve this problem before writing this declaration? 
● Was the Declaration written and signed during a period of war or peacetime?

5. Distribute a grammar handout on conjunctions. Review with students the definitions of the three kinds of conjunctions (coordinating,
correlative, and subordinating). Then have students complete a practice exercise. 

6. Encourage students to apply what they have learned by analyzing the use of conjunctions within the Declaration of Independence. Explain to
students that they can use their knowledge of conjunctions to break down long, complicated sentences and to determine the relationship
between ideas in a sentence.

7. Have students read the Define section of the Introductions lesson and then use their Access 4 handouts to restate the most important points
in their own words.

8. Either in small groups or as a class, use these questions to spur discussion among your students about introductions:
● How are introductions in a text similar to introductions people exchange when they first meet one another? How are they different?
● What kinds of details or information would be most effective in capturing the reader's attention in an introduction?
● What sorts of words or phrases might a writer or reader associate with a formal style or objective tone?

9. Prior to having students write their introductions, ask them to complete the introduction map on the Access 1 handout.  Once they have
completed the map, allow them to use it to write an introduction.

10. Have students refer to their Plan Worksheet and the writing prompt as they write their introductions. Have them read their paragraph aloud
to another student to check for language that needs to be clarified and to answer the following questions:
● Did you engage the reader with an interesting hook?
● Have you made a clear statement about your central idea?



● Where do you let the reader know what to expect in the body of the essay?
● Have you used a formal tone?

11. Allow students time to make edits to their introductions as necessary.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on Declaration of Independence
Grammar handout: Conjunctions: Coordinating, Correlative, and Subordinating
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 
Skills lesson on Introductions

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 35: Skill Lesson
Rhetoric
Extended Writing Project: Sources and Citations

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of rhetoric.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing rhetoric in a foundational document.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: sources and citations.
● Practice locating and incorporating sources and citations in informative/explanatory texts.

Standards:
Rhetoric
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.8, RI.11-12.9
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Two-pronged approach, alphabetically, generate, cross reference, appeals, logic, impel, institute, logos, pathos,

Activities & Assessments:
1. Read and discuss the definition of rhetoric with students.
2. Have students read the Model text. As students read the Model, use these questions to guide their understanding of how to identify and

analyze rhetorical elements within a historical document:
● What is the first thing that the Model considers as it begins a rhetorical analysis? 
● How does the Model first describe Jefferson's purpose for writing?
● How does the Model describe Jefferson's second purpose for writing? 
● What two specific rhetorical appeals does the Model discuss toward? 
● What type of logical reasoning is demonstrated by the second passage? 



3. Review with students the rhetorical use of objective and subjective language in documents. Write or project the following onto the board:
● Logos: Logical or reason-based arguments
● Pathos: Emotional or subjective appeals
Provide pairs or groups of students with a Rhetorical Analysis Venn diagram with ovals labeled Logos and Pathos. Ask students to look for
evidence of each within the Model excerpts and record them in the appropriate space(s) on the graphic organizer. As a class, share their
findings and discuss areas where they felt the two concepts overlapped or were unclear.

4. Have students read the definitions of sources and citations and then use their Access 2 handouts to pause after each bullet point to rewrite
the important points about sources and citations in their own words. After they've rewritten each of the bullet points in their own words,
work with students to develop their own definitions of the terms.

5. Have students read the sentence and citation from the student model and answer the questions on the Access 3 handout.
6. Have students refer to their Plan Worksheet and their notes as they write their citations.
7. Prior to having them write their citations, ask students to gather their source information on the Access 4 handout.
8. Once they have completed the source information, allow them to use the blanks provided on the Access 4 handout to add a citation to a

sentence and write a Works Cited entry for that source. Remind students to use the first blank for a sentence from their essay, then fill in the
parentheses with the in-text citation. Additionally, you may want to explain that the second line of the Works Cited entry is indented to
remind them to do the same in their complete list.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on Sources and Citations
Skills lesson on Rhetoric in The Declaration of Independence
Venn Diagram Graphic Organizer
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 36: Close Read
The Declaration of Independence drafted by Thomas Jefferson
Extended Writing Project: Paragraphs and Transitions

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of Informational Text (historical document).
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing rhetoric in The Declaration of Independence.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Demonstrate an understanding of informative/explanatory writing: body paragraphs and transitions.
● Identify and practice concrete strategies for using both the body paragraph structure and transitions in informative/explanatory writing.

Standards:
Analyze & Evaluate Arguments in Historical/Foundational Documents
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.5, RI.11-12.8, RI.11-12.9



Produce and Strengthen Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.4, SL.11-12.6
Verify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Prudence, perfidy, consanguinity, acquiesce, rectitude, consideration, abrupt, intersection, reinforces, elapsed, condensed

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students revisit the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of asking and answering

questions that they learned and applied in the First Read.
2. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on the rhetoric in the

selection.
● What does the rhetoric used in the Declaration of Independence suggest about early American identity? Cite specific textual evidence to

support your statements.
● Authors use rhetoric to persuade and influence people by writing formally and effectively. Based on what you have seen in this historical

document, did the Declaration of Independence achieve its purpose? Cite specific textual evidence to support your answer. 
● How does Jefferson use rhetorical devices to make his points? Cite textual evidence to support your response. 

3. Remind students that the Declaration of Independence was drafted by Thomas Jefferson and ratified by the colonists' representatives in the
Continental Congress. In other words, these men wrote and spoke on behalf of the entire country. Invite students to select a group that they
would like to represent (such as band members, club or sports team members). Ask them to draft a short Declaration of Independence on
their behalf. Guide them to follow the rhetorical structure and language of the original, setting out the intent of the document, listing a short
series of grievances, and finally making their official declarations. 

4. Have students review the list of grievances in the Declaration and select the one that they think is the most compelling piece of evidence in
support of independence. Ask them to restate the grievance in their own words. Then ask them to explain in a sentence or two why they
evaluated this excerpt as the most compelling.

5. Have students read the definitions of body paragraphs and transitions.
6. Either in small groups or as a class, use these questions to spur discussion among your students about body paragraphs and transitions:

● Why is it important to begin each body paragraph with a topic sentence? 
● Why does a writer need to explain the evidence included in each body paragraph? 
● How does a topic sentence differ from a concluding sentence? 
● How are transition words and phrases in conversation similar to or different from those in writing?
● In your own words, restate the relationship between transitions, style, and tone. 
● In your own words, restate the relationship between transitions, organization, and structure in informative/explanatory writing.

7. Prior to having them write their body paragraphs, ask students to complete the fill in the blank body paragraph map on the Access 4
handout. If needed, review each element of body paragraphs with students before they begin writing.



8. Once they have completed the statements with the information they plan to write about, allow them to write their body paragraphs. Remind
students to use transition words and phrases when they write their full paragraphs.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Declaration of Independence
Vocabulary Worksheet
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on Body Paragraphs and Transitions

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 37: Blast
Inalienable Rights
First Read: Founding Documents of the United States of America

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Explore a famous international document that builds on the language and principles behind the Founding Documents of the United States of

America.
● Perform research using the hyperlinks to learn about The Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Author’s Use of Language
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Inalienable, translated, drawing heavily on, state, averting, widow, drafting committee, transformative, pamphlets, documents, amendments, set
forth, revolt, public document, founding U.S. document, text features, charter, Declaration of Independence, U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, impact,
“at hand”, unanimous, impel, endowed, domestic, abridging, infringed, impartial

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: How does a declaration of rights inspire unity?
2. Have students view an image of the flag and logo of the United Nations, such as the one at: https://research.un.org/en/maps/flags. Discuss

how the picture represents unity, prompting students with questions such as:

http://research.un.org/en/maps/flags


● What is included in the logo?
● What is important about the way the map is presented? How does that perspective make you feel?
● What do you think the creators of this logo were thinking when they came up with it?
● Do you think the logo is appropriate for an international organization? Why or why not?

3. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. As they read, ask students to complete the fill in the
blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout.

4. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● Why would a document such as The Universal Declaration of Human Rights be written in simple language? 
● What major event contributed to the formation of the United Nations? 
● How might a document such as The Universal Declaration of Human Rights aid the United Nations in its mission? 
● What insights and ideas do you think Eleanor Roosevelt brought from the United States to the drafting committee?

5. Ask students to write their Blast response.
6. As a class, watch the video preview of Founding Documents of the United States of America.
7. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for Founding Documents of the United States of America.
8. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through

the first amendment of the Bill of Rights. 
9. Have students read and annotate the excerpt.  Have students use the Annotation Guide in the Access handout to support them as they

highlight and annotate the text.
10. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative

Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● How might you summarize the purpose of the Declaration of Independence? 
● What is the main purpose of the United States Constitution? 
● What is the main purpose of the Bill of Rights? 
● What point of view is used in the Declaration? 
● What point of view is used in the preamble to the Constitution? 
● What point of view is used in the Bill of Rights?

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Inalienable Rights
https://research.un.org/en/maps/flags
First Read lesson on Founding Documents of the United States of America.
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 38: Skill Lesson
Central and Main Idea
Extended Writing Project: Draft

http://research.un.org/en/maps/flags


Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of central or main idea.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying the central or main idea.
● Identify features of informative/explanatory writing: logical organization, introduction and thesis statement, relevant supporting details,

transitions, precise language, and conclusion.
● Draft an informative/explanatory essay in response to a prompt.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn and practice strategies for recognizing and correcting inappropriate shifts in pronoun/antecedent agreement.

Standards:
Central or Main Idea
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Acquire Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6
Create Cohesion/Produce Writing Appropriate to Task
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.C, W.11-12.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Ordain, tenets, allay, tyrannical shackles, decree, encapsulate, details, opinions, point, statement, summary

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of central or main ideas. Make sure students understand the definition of central or main idea, as well as

how to write a proper summary.
2. Have students read the Model text.  Invite pairs of students to analyze the excerpts in the Model to identify or predict other possible central

or main ideas that may appear within the founding documents. Ask the pairs to share their findings with the class.
3. Read aloud the Informative/Explanatory Writing Draft Checklist on the Access 1,2, 3, and 4 handouts with students. Explain that they will

need to include each of these items in their writing. For each checklist item, point out an example in the student model and read it aloud.
4. Remind students to refer to their notes and graphic organizers, as well as the outline they completed in the Plan lesson, before they begin

writing. Students may also wish to reread relevant portions of the texts that they have selected for inclusion in their informative/explanatory
essay. They should review as well the practice drafts they wrote for an introduction, body paragraph, and conclusion. 

5. Distribute a grammar handout on clear pronoun reference. Explain that although they will have an opportunity to revise and edit their work
for errors in grammar and usage, it's helpful to avoid errors such as agreement between pronouns and their antecedents even as they draft
their essays.

6. Remind students to consult all the prewriting documents they have created—structure graphic organizer, thesis statement, and Essay Road
Map—to help them craft their essay.



7. Ask students to complete their first draft of the writing assignment, being mindful to incorporate textual evidence and relevant information
that supports their analysis.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on Central or Main Idea in Founding Documents of the United States of America
Extended Writing Project: Draft lesson
Grammar handout: Clear Pronoun Reference
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 39: Close Read
Founding Documents of the United States of America
Skill Lesson: Style

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a foundational document.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the central or main idea in Founding Documents of the United States of America.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Learn the definition of style for writing informative/explanatory text.
● Practice identifying and evaluating style in a piece of informative/explanatory text.

Standards:
Objective Summary/Development & Interaction of Events
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.9
Produce & Strengthen Clear Coherent Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Context for Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Unalienable, preamble, tranquility, posterity, redress, establishes, third-person point of view, objective, subjective judgement, offset, authoritative

Activities & Assessments:
1. Ask students to revisit the text. Provide students with these questions to guide their discussion:

● How does the language in the Declaration support its purpose? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● The Bill of Rights spells out some of the specific laws of the new government. What language did the Founding Fathers include to express

the government's limitations? Cite specific textual evidence to support your answer. 



● Which document best uses language to express its central ideas? Is there any language that you would add or change to better support
these ideas? Support your answer with textual evidence.

2. Ask students, alone or in pairs, to compare and contrast the verbs used in the three documents by placing them within a Venn diagram. As a
class, discuss the denotations and connotations of the words that they found. Invite students to explain any insights they have upon
analyzing the results.

3. Have students read the Define section of the Style lesson and then use their Access 4 handouts to explain why style and tone are important
in their own words. Clarify questions to aid students' comprehension as needed. Then have students participate in mixed-level groups with
the class to discuss the purpose of style and tone in an essay.

4. Have students read the Model text. Use these questions to help them understand how to identify and evaluate style and tone:
● What word other than competent might be considered a subjective term in need of support in the student essay? Did the student provide

that support? 
● What other words or phrases might convey the same sense of authority as "clearly" without setting the wrong tone in

informative/explanatory writing? 
● What other factors add to the authoritative tone of the student essay? 
● When might a writer effectively utilize the same style as the student essay? What kinds of writing? What topics?

5. Define "precise, domain-specific vocabulary" for students as vocabulary that that they will encounter often when they are reading about a
specific subject, but does not appear frequently in their general reading. Explain to students that these words create precision in writing and

6. Encourage students to look for opportunities to use precise, domain-specific vocabulary in their own writing.
7. Have students apply the skills they have learned about style by identifying and revising areas in the drafts of their essays in which the

language or sentence structure could be improved to create a more formal style.
8. Once students have identified and revised issues with style in their drafts, have them exchange their drafts with a partner in order to give

and receive feedback. 

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Founding Documents of the United States of America
Vocabulary Worksheet
Compare and Contrast Chart
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on Style
Graphic Organizer: Style and Tone

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 40: First Read
The Federalist Papers: No. 10 by James Madison
Skill Lesson: Technical Language

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):



● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence.

● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Learn the definition of technical language.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing and understanding technical language.

Standards:
Sequence of Events/Technical Meaning
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Democracy, derives, republic, ratification, factions, majority, actuated, aggregate, fallible, faculties, mutual animosities, execute, conflagration,
archaic, specialized, adversed, actuated, aggregate, squash, intervene

Activities & Assessments:
1. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Federalist Papers: No. 10.
2. After reading the introduction, use the questions below to facilitate a pre-reading discussion that will prompt students to think about the

ideas and arguments in The Federalist: No. 10.
● Were you surprised by the fact that the framers of the Constitution did not set out to establish a true democracy? Why or why not?
● According to the Introduction, what was Madison's purpose in writing The Federalist? 
● In your own words, how does Madison distinguish between a democracy and a republic? 
● Based on this introduction, what key words and concepts would you expect to find defined and developed throughout Madison's text?

3. In small groups, have students read the text. Ask students to complete the first column in the First Read and Second Read Chart located on
the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts.

4. Then have groups reread the text in order to complete the second column in the First Read and Second Read Chart.
5. Pair students and ask them to brainstorm how factions, such as political parties and other groups, still influence our government today. What

do they think Madison would say about these groups? 
6. Tell students that when James Madison and his fellow Federalist writers first published their series of articles, they used the common

pseudonym (or pen name) "Publius." Ask the class to infer reasons why the group did not want their own names printed in the paper. Next,
have students identify the Latin root of the name, publicus, which means "public" (or simply tell them this if you want to avoid the obvious
"puberty" or "pubic" jokes). Have them discuss why the writers would have chosen that particular name. Guide them to discuss a key word
from the text that shares the same root.

7. Make sure students write down the definition of technical language and understand its various purposes.
8. Have students independently read the Model section. 



9. As students read the Model, use these questions to guide their understanding of how to identify and comprehend technical language:
● How does this Model describe the kind(s) of language that Madison uses in The Federalist? 
● Which particular word does the Model focus on as an example? 
● What vocabulary strategies does the Model apply to determine the meaning of that word? 
● What historical event does the Model discuss in relation to the word factions? 

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Federalist Papers: No 10
 http://tinyurl.com/8xrwxx7
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on Technical Language in The Federalist Papers, No. 10

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 41: Skill Lesson
Arguments and Claims
Extended Writing Project: Conclusions

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Learn the definition of argument and claim.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing and understanding arguments and claims.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Identify the purpose and features of an effective conclusion in informative/explanatory text.
● Examine strategies for concluding informative/explanatory text.

Standards:
Strong Thorough Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Concluding Statement
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.E, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.7, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Verify Word Meaning/Consult Reference Materials
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Argument, claims, reason, evidence, factions, adversed, actuated, impulse, detriment, rhetorical tactic, hypothetical, analogy, reasoning, conclusion,
uprising, ratification, remedy, preceding, reaffirm, restates, implications

Activities & Assessments:

http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/ourdocs/federalist.html


1. Have students read the definition of argument and claim. Make sure students write the definitions of argument and claim -- as well as the
functions of reasons and evidence -- in their notes.

2. Ask students to read the Model text. As students read, use these questions to guide their understanding of how to analyze arguments and
claims:
● What does the Model consider to be Madison's central argument? 
● How does the Model first go about analyzing that argument? 
● After providing the first quotation, what does the Model do to help analyze and comprehend Madison's argument? 
● Did you agree with the Model that Madison's strategy of counterargument is effective in the excerpt provided?
● In the final paragraph, what does the Model say is not part of Madison's argument?

3. Review with students that, as part of its strategy, the Model breaks Madison's argument down into numbered components, including claims,
opposing views, and a counterargument. Have students use the Model itself as source material for creating an outline that depicts this
strategy in an even more graphic manner.

4. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Conclusions lesson. Either in small groups or as a class, use these questions to
spur discussion among your students about conclusions:
● Why might a writer wait until the conclusion to offer the most memorable insight or image?
● Briefly summarize the connection between the organization of a text and its conclusion. Do you think you might be able to predict the

contents and structure of an explanation or analysis by reading the conclusion first?
● What is the benefit of offering a slightly different perspective on the central idea in the conclusion?

5. Have students read the Model text.
6. Have students look closely at the student model thesis statement alongside the conclusion on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts.
7. Then ask them to find and underline words and phrases in the conclusion of the student model that are similar to those used in the thesis

statement. You may wish to point out that the figurative language "lay down the building blocks of the America" is echoed in the conclusion
as "an essential cornerstone in the foundation of this new country." Explain that they can use language from their thesis statement when
they write their conclusion.

8. Before students write their conclusion, review with them both the writing prompt and the definition of a conclusion.
9. Have students refer to their Plan Worksheet and their draft as they write their conclusions. 
10. Students should write their conclusions, using language from their thesis statements. Encourage them to refer back to their draft and the

Plan worksheet they completed.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on arguments and claims in The Federalist Papers, No. 10
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4
Skills lesson on Conclusions

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 42: Close Read
The Federalist Papers: No. 10 by James Madison



Extended Writing Project: Revise

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Complete a close reading of a passage of informational text.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for understanding technical language and analyzing arguments and claims in The Federalist Papers: No.

10.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Identify elements of a writing style appropriate to an informative/explanatory essay.
● Revise an informative/explanatory text to improve content and organization and to maintain a formal style appropriate to the essay's

purpose and audience.
● Learn and practice strategies for using modifiers correctly.

Standards:
Author’s Use of Words/Phrases
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Strengthen Writing by Revising, Editing and/or Rewriting
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.1.C, W.11-12.1.D, W.11-12.1.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Vary Syntax for Effect
Context Clues/Word Meaning
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.2.A, L.11-12.3.A, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11.12.6

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Federalist, expedient, reciprocal, delegation, consonant

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students focus on paragraphs three through seven of the text. Ask them how they would describe Madison's rhetoric or way of

speaking here. Guide them to understand that there is an internal logic to the structure of his argument and that a graphic organizer can help
them break it down. 

2. Have students work together in pairs or trios. Distribute the Flowchart Graphic Organizer. Point out to students that part of it is already filled
in, but that the final analysis is up to them.

3. Ask students to compare and contrast Madison's analysis of a democracy versus a republic using a Venn diagram using a chosen color pen or
marker. Remind them to note direct evidence from the text, perhaps indicating the paragraph number from which the reference is drawn.
Next, have students use their background knowledge of the terms to add their own objective comments in a different color pen or marker.
Allow students to share their diagrams in advance of a class discussion about the two terms and how students' perceptions of them may
have changed.



4. Read aloud the Informative/Explanatory Writing Revision Checklist with students. As the teacher reads each item on the checklist, students
should read along on their Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts.

5. Each student should start the revision activity with a copy of his or her draft either printed on paper or open in a word-processing program
(such as GoogleDocs or Microsoft Word). Students should choose two colors that they will use to mark their drafts. Instruct them to create a
key at the top of their paper that shows the two colors they've chosen and designates one color for relevant information and one for
transitional words and phrases.
● First, have students use their two colors to mark any places where they included relevant information and transitions in their drafts.
● Next, ask students to read through their drafts again. Have them consider any new information they have read in recent texts that might

have influenced their central or main ideas. Ask them to use the color-coded highlighting to identify places in the text where they might
include stronger evidence, details, or examples. They should also note where they might add clearer or smoother transitions. These might
be places that have weak details/transitions or none at all. Challenge students to find at least two places to add more information and
two places that need stronger transitions.

● Finally, instruct students to write marginal notes (or add comments to their drafts, if they're on a computer) with suggestions and ideas
for each section that needs improvement. If students are struggling to determine what to add, encourage them to work with their
neighbors and peers in order to review strategies and ideas. They could also use the Informative/Explanatory Writing Worksheet for
inspiration and illumination.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Federalist Papers, No. 10
The Federalist Papers Vocabulary handout
Argument Flow-chart
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Extended Writing Project: Revise lesson
Grammar handout - Modifiers
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 43: Blast
Finding Ourselves
Extended Writing Project: Edit, Proofread, and Publish

Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
● Explore background information about the creation of identity in individuals and cultures and apply this context to historical and

foundational texts from early and colonial America.
● Research using hyperlinks to learn current theories about identity formation and to explore the emerging cultural identity of the 17th and

18th centuries in North America.
● Identify editing, proofreading, and publishing skills.



● Edit and proofread text to finalize information, organization, language, and style, and to eliminate errors in grammar, punctuation, and
spelling.

● Use technology to produce and publish writing.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn and practice the mechanics of spelling.

Standards:
Strong Thorough Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Edit, Proofread, and Publish Writing
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.1.C, W.11-12.1.D, W.11-12.1.E, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.8, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Pose and Respond to Questions
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
Disconnected, enlightened, DNA, genes, expressed, dormant, patriots, hyphenated identity tags,

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: What factors have shaped America's current identity?
2. Ask students how much serious thought they've given to the idea of identity. Are they born with an identity or does it develop over time in

various ways? How is individual identity related to family history or cultural heritage? Does one influence the other to a greater extent?
Finally, what does it mean to be an American? How has that sense of identity changed over time?

3. Have students view a photograph of adults at a naturalization ceremony, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/q6rqeha. Discuss how the
picture represents a change in the identity of the person pictured, prompting students with questions such as:

● What is happening in this photo?
● What emotion is revealed in the picture? How do you think this person feels about becoming a U.S. citizen?
● Do you think these people feel a connection to the overall American identity? Why or why not?
● What are some other events that could change a person's identity?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout.

5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● What did early immigrants sacrifice or give up when they came to North America? 
● In the second paragraph, how is the author of the Background using the multiple meanings of the word find to develop a thematic

point? 
● Discuss the metaphor of "America's DNA." How does this figurative language guide the reader to think about the driving question in

a new way? 
● How does the concept of "hyphenated identity tags" relate to the central or main idea of the Background? 

http://tinyurl.com/q6rqeha


6. Guide students to understand that some questions, such as this one, may not have specific right or wrong answers. As the Background points
out, there are many factors that influence identity, both at the personal and the national levels. Ask students to locate the list of factors
associated with personal identity formation (gender, family history, religious beliefs, cultural exposure, educational opportunities, political
ideology, environmental influences, ethnic background, DNA). How might they go about prioritizing these in order of influence on individual
identity? Solicit ideas and suggestions. Have students consider using a graphic organizer to help them visually rank their analysis of the
different factors from most to least important.

7. Before students submit their work, review both the writing prompt/directions and the peer review criteria they'll encounter immediately
after submitting. Make sure students understand your expectations for all aspects of the assignment before beginning their work. 

8. Have students preview the Proofreading Checklist on the Access 2 and Access 3 handouts before they begin their final editing process. Make
sure they understand everything on the checklist. As needed, help individual students identify the items on the checklist that they need to
pay special attention to as they edit their essay.

9. Explain to students that reading their work aloud is a great way to check for errors they might have otherwise missed. After students have
completed their proofreading using the Proofreading Checklist, have them read their essay aloud to a partner. Tell them that if they stumble
in their reading it may indicate a place where they need to adjust punctuation or sentence structure. Have their partner listen for correct use
of grammar and suggest corrections if needed.

10. Have students check their final draft against the checklist on their Access 4 handout to make sure they made all of the edits needed.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Finding Ourselves
Graphic Organizer
Extended Writing Project: Edit, Proofread, and Publish lesson
Grammar handout: Basic Spelling Rules Review
Access handout 1, 2, 3, 4 

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Days 44-45: Assessment
Grade 11 Unit 1 Assessment


